
Phases, Argument Ellipsis, and “Antecedent-Contained Deletion” in Japanese 
Synopsis: Recent literature (Oku 1998, a.o.) has shown not only empty pronouns (pro) but also Argument 
Ellipsis (AE) is available in Japanese. Abe (2009), however, observes AE isn’t freely available: arguments 
can’t be elliptic if they are c-commanded by their antecedents. We show Abe’s generalization overgenerates, 
and give an analysis which captures both Abe’s data and the new data given here. We also show the analysis 
can be extended to “Antecedent-Contained Deletion (ACD)” in Japanese (Takahashi 1996). 
Introduction: Though Kuroda (1965) analyzes Japanese null arguments as pro, the current standard 
assumption is that they can’t always be pronominal [1] (cf. Takahashi 2008a, b). [1b] is ambiguous: the null 
object can mean Taroo’s car (strict) or Hanako’s car (sloppy). However, if we replace it by an overt pronoun 
sore, the sloppy reading is impossible [1c]. The pro analysis is then taken to face a problem in capturing the 
sloppy reading in [1b] since it would only predict the strict reading. By contrast, AE, which allows arguments 
to undergo ellipsis, can yield the sloppy reading since the ellipsis site in [2] includes self’s car. 
Abe’s Generalization: Abe (2009) claims arguments can’t be elliptic if they are c-commanded by their 
antecedents, e.g., the null argument in [3a], which is c-commanded by the antecedent in the matrix clause, can 
only have the strict reading: it can only mean John’s daughter, not teacher’s daughter. This shows it can’t be 
derived via AE. By contrast, the null argument in [3b], which isn’t c-commanded by the antecedent within the 
relative clause, can have both readings: it can mean either the student of the teacher who advised Bill or Prof. 
Yamada’s student. This shows AE is applicable in [3b]. Abe’s generalization thus captures the contrast in [3]. 
Alternatives: To argue AE is possible in [3b], we have to exclude the alternative analyses of Japanese null 
arguments for [3b]. Otani & Whitman’s (1991) V-stranding VPE is excluded since it incorrectly predicts the 
manner adverb kibisiku should be able to modify the empty site just like the adverb in English VPE does [4]. 
Specifically, [3b] can’t mean a teacher advised Prof. Yamada not to scold strictly; it can only mean not to 
scold at all. Hoji’s (1998) null indefinite pronoun (ec) is also excluded. According to him, the sloppy reading is 
obtained via the null counterpart of bare nouns, which can be interpreted in various ways including the sloppy 
reading in Japanese. However, Saito (2007) shows the true sloppy reading is obtained when we negate the 
sentence. Specifically, [3b] is appropriate in the situation where a teacher advised Prof. Yamada to scold the 
students other than his (= Prof. Yamada’s). The ec analysis, however, incorrectly predicts [3b] to mean a 
teacher advised Prof. Yamada not to scold the students at all [5]. AE is then the only option for [3b]. 
Problem: Abe (2011) observes scrambling doesn’t affect the availability of the sloppy reading [6]. He notes 
the unavailability of the sloppy reading in [6] would be explained under his generalization if we assume the 
reconstruction of the embedded clause. However, this analysis can’t capture the lack of the sloppy reading in 
[7]. [7] presupposes there is at least one thing that John didn’t tell self’s daughter; it can’t mean John told 
something to self’s daughter but it’s not the case that John also told self’s daughter that the teacher wanted to 
see e. This means the embedded clause must scope over negation (Hasegawa 1991): the embedded clause to 
which the focus particle -mo is attached doesn’t reconstruct into the original position in terms of scope. Abe’s 
analysis then incorrectly predicts the availability of the sloppy reading in [7]. 
Account: We assume with Chomsky (2000): (i) derivations proceed from the bottom to top; (ii) syntactic 
derivations are cyclically transferred; (iii) operations are applied in a phase-by-phase fashion (= AE applies to 
an argument when it undergoes Transfer). Furthermore, we propose only an argument which has already 
undergone Transfer can be an antecedent for elliptic arguments. Given these, all of the above data can be 
explained. The sloppy reading of [1b] is explained as in [8a]. In the preceding clause [8a-A], self’s car 
undergoes transfer and becomes available as an antecedent, so self’s car in [8a-B] can undergo AE. This 
proposal accounts for the unavailability of the sloppy reading in [3a] since self’s daughter in the matrix clause 
doesn’t undergo Transfer before the object within the embedded clause does, hence cannot become an 
appropriate antecedent [8b]. The availability of the sloppy reading in [3b] is also explained since we can first 
construct the complex subject (K), and then construct the matrix vP (L) [3c]. The proposal also explains the 
fact that scrambling doesn’t affect the availability of the sloppy reading in [6&7] since the embedded clause 
has to be constructed first regardless of whether there is scrambling of the embedded clause or whether the 
focus particle -mo ‘also’ is attached to the embedded clause. 
Implications for “ACD”: Assuming Otani & Whitman’s (1991) V-stranding VPE and the availability of the 
sloppy reading as an indication of ellipsis, Takahashi (1996) argues ACD is possible in Japanese. Specifically, 
the unavailability of the sloppy reading in [9a] results from infinite regress, i.e., VPE cannot apply since the 
antecedent VP contains the target VP. He observes the sloppy reading is available if we scramble the complex 
NP out of the antecedent VP [9b], which he attributes to the resolution of infinite regress. Takahashi’s analysis 
correctly captures the contrast in [9], but it faces a problem regarding the manner-adverb interpretation. Soh 
(2003) observes the manner adverb which modifies the antecedent VP can be interpreted in the target VP in 
ACD: [10] can mean he has convincingly argued every point that I haven’t convincingly argued. Takahashi’s 
analysis would then predict the adverb subayaku can modify the target VP [11]. This, however, isn’t the case: 
[11] can only mean Taroo quickly put on self’s dog a collar that Hanako didn’t put on self’s dog at all. We 
then argue AE along with the current proposal can capture all the data here. We assume the base structure of 
[9] is [12], and adjuncts can be late-inserted (Lebeaux 1988); otherwise, the null argument in [9] will lack an 
appropriate antecedent [13]. Suppose the derivation reaches step [14a-b], where the object collar without 
relative clause is merged with the verb put (K). In [14-16], [a] and [b] represent the derivation of [9a] (no 
scrambling & no sloppy reading) and [9b] (scrambling & sloppy reading), respectively. In both [14a-b], the 
NP self’s dog is an appropriate antecedent since it has undergone Transfer. [15a-b] illustrate the derivation of 
the complex NP (L), where the NP self’s dog can undergo AE since it has the already transferred antecedent in 
K. Crucial for the discrepancy in [9a-b] is step [16]. In [16a], the late insertion of L is impossible since the host 
NP collar has already been transferred (the derivation crashes); in [16b], late insertion is possible since collar 
hasn’t been transferred (the derivation converges and the sloppy reading is available). The current analysis also 
explains the absence of the manner adverb interpretation in [11] since AE doesn’t affect adverbs (Oku 1998). 



[1]     a.    Taroo-wa    [zibun-no   kuruma]-o   aratta.        b.    Hanako-wa       [e]      arawanakatta. 
               Taroo-TOP     self-GEN      car-ACC          washed             Hanako-TOP                not.washed 
               ‘lit. Taroo washed self’s car.’                                        ‘lit. Hanako did not washed e.’ 
         c.    Hanako-wa     [sore]-o    arawanakatta.           [1b]: Strict/Sloppy 
               Hanako-TOP     it-ACC       not.washed               [1c]: Strict/*Sloppy 
               ‘Hanako didn’t wash it.’                                   (cf. Otani and Whitman 1991) 
[2]           [TP Hanako [NegP [VP [NP self’s car] V (wash)] Neg] T]  
[3]     a.    John-wa    [zibun-no   musume]-ni    [sensei-ga          [e]     aitagatteiru    to]    itta. 
               John-TOP     self-GEN      daughter-DAT      teacher-NOM              want.to.see    C       said 
               ‘lit. John told self’s daughter that the teacher wanted to see e.’ Strict/*Sloppy (Abe 2009) 
         b.   [NP [RC pro1 [VP   kibisiku   [zibun-no   gakusei]-o     sikatta]]    sensei1]-ga      Yamada   sensei2-ni 
                                          strictly      self-GEN      student-ACC    scolded     teacher-NOM    Yamada   teacher-DAT 
               [PRO2    [e]    sikaruna     to]    tyuukokusita. 
                                      not.scold    C       advised  
               ‘lit. A teacher who strictly scolded self’s student advised Prof. Yamada not to scold e.’ 

Strict/Sloppy (adapted from Abe 2009) 
[4]           John [VP strictly scolded Mary], but Bill didn’t [VP e]. = Bill didn’t strictly scold Mary. 
[5]           [DP [RC pro1 [VP   kibisiku   [zibun-no   gakusei]-o     sikatta]]    sensei1]-ga      Yamada   sensei2-ni 
                                          strictly      self-GEN      student-ACC    scolded     teacher-NOM    Yamada   teacher-DAT 
               [PRO2    [ec (= gakusei)]     sikaruna        to]    tyuukokusita. 
                                         student         not.scolded   C       advised 
               ‘lit. A teacher who strictly scolded self’s student advised Prof. Yamada not to scold ec (= student).’ 
[6]           [Sensei-ga         [e]     aitagattairu    to]i    John-wa    [zibun-no   musume]-ni        ti       itta. 
                teacher-NOM              want.to.see    C        John-TOP     self-GEN      daughter-DAT                 said 
               ‘lit. That teacher wanted to see e, John told self’s daughter.’ Strict/*Sloppy (Abe 2009) 
[7]           [Sensei-ga        [e]    aitagattairu    to]i-mo   John-wa    [zibun-no   musume]-ni        ti      iwanakattta. 
                teacher-NOM            want.to.see    C -also     John-TOP     self-GEN     daughter-DAT              not.said 
                  ‘lit. That teacher wanted to see e too, John did not tell self’s daughter.’ 

[also>⌐;*⌐>also] Strict/*Sloppy 
[8]     X = the potential antecedent     x = argument which undergoes AE     ...x... = the transferred domain 
         a.    A:   [CP [TP Tarooi [vP ti [VP wash SELF’S CAR]]]]      B:   [vP Hanako [VP wash self’s car]] 
         b. *[vP teacher [VP want.to.see self’s daughter]] (= no available antecedent for self’s daughter) 
         c.    K:   [NP teacher [CP (R(elative) C(lause)) [TP proi [vP ti [VP severely scolded SELF’S STUDENT]]]]] 
               L:    [vP K [VP Prof. Yamada [CP PRO not to scold self’s student]]] 
[9]     a.    [TP  Taroo-wa    [VP   zibun-no   inu-ni       [NP  [RC  Hanako-ga       [VP e]     tuketeagenakatta] 
                     Taroo-TOP           self-GEN     dog-DAT                 Hanako-NOM                  not.put  
               kubiwa]-o    tV]   V+T (tuketeageta)]. 
               collar-ACC                       put                                                           Strict/*Sloppy 
               ‘Taroo put on self’s dog a collar which Hanako did not put.’    (cf. Takahashi 1996) 
         b.   [NP  [RC  Hanako-ga       [VP e]     tuketeagenakatta]   kubiwa]i-o    [TP  Taroo-wa 
                             Hanako-NOM                  not.put                     collar-ACC            Taroo-TOP  
               [VP   zibun-no   inu-ni      ti     tV]   V+T (tuketeageta)]. 
                      self-GEN     dog-DAT                           put                                        Strict/Sloppy 
               ‘lit. A collar which Hanako did not put, Taroo put on self’s dog.’    (cf. Takahashi 1996) 
[10]         He has [VP convincingly argued every point that I haven’t [VP e]].  (Soh 2003) 
[11]         [NP  [RC   Hanako-ga       [VP e]     tuketeagenakatta]   kubiwa]i-o    [TP  Taroo-wa 
                              Hanako-NOM                  not.put                     collar-ACC            Taroo-TOP  
               [VP   subayaku   zibun-no   inu-ni        ti     tV]   V+T (tuketeageta)]. 
                      quickly        self-GEN     dog-DAT                             put 
               ‘lit. A collar which Hanako did not put, Taroo quickly put on self’s dog.’ 
[12]         [TP  Taroo-wa    [VP [NP  zibun-no   inu]-ni    [NP  [RC  Hanako-ga      [NP  zibun-no   inu]-ni 
                     Taroo-TOP                self-GEN      dog-DAT                 Hanako-NOM          self-GEN      dog-DAT 
               tuketeagenakatta]   kubiwa]-o    tuketeageta]]. 
               not.put                     collar-ACC     put 
               ‘lit. Taroo put on self’s dog a collar which Hanako did not put on self’s dog.’ 
[13]       *[vP Hanako [v [VP put [NP self’s dog] pro]]] (no appropriate antecedent for self’s dog if we first construct the RC) 

 Derivation of [9a] Derivation of [9b] 
[14] a.    K:   [vP Taroo [v [VP put [NP SELF’S DOG] [NP collar]]]] b.  K:   [vP [NP collar]i [vP Taroo [v [VP put [NP SELF’S DOG] ti]]]] 
[15] a.    K:   [vP Taroo [v [VP put [NP SELF’S DOG] [NP collar]]]]  

      L:   [vP Hanako [v [VP [NP self’s dog] [NP collar]]]] 
b.  K:   [vP [NP collar]i [vP Taroo [v [VP put [NP SELF’S DOG] ti]]]] 
    L:   [vP Hanako [v [VP [NP self’s dog] [NP collar]]]] 

[16] a.    K:   [vP Taroo [v [VP put [NP SELF’S DOG] [NP collar]]]]  
 
      L:   [CP(RC) ... [vP Hanako [v [VP [NP self’s dog] [NP collar]]]]] 

b.  K:   [vP [NP collar]i [vP Taroo [v [VP put [NP SELF’S DOG] ti]]]] 
        
    L:   [CP(RC) ... [vP Hanako [v [VP [NP self’s dog] [NP collar]]]]] 
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